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first Year
Greneral Suggestions. The number work
of this year grows out of the activities of the
child—his work and play in school, his con-
struction work and his games; his experiences
as he goes to and from school; his home
activities. In these concrete experiences he
should come to appreciate simple number
relations; to see again and again the same
simple number facts; these he will formulate
or tabulate in the next year.
The child must find opportunity for meas-
uring with definite units of measures, as a
foot, an inch, a yard, an ounce, a pound, a
quart, a penny, a dime, a dollar, a minute,
an hour, a day, and others. He may measure
the cardboard he uses in construction work;
in his school garden, the spaces for the vari-
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SCHOOL.  GARDEN   MEASUREMENTS
ous vegetables and flowers and his own space
in the garden; the table and desk and his
playhouse; the distances he and his friends
jump or run or throw, using the inch, foot or
yard, as the lengths are short or long. As
he measures he counts the number of yards
or feet or inches, and finds occasion to add
and subtract in finding the length of two-
jumps, the length of his lettuce bed and Ms
neighbor's together, how much farther he
jumps than Ms friend, the difference between
the length, and the width of the box he is
making. The number activities begun at
home or in the kindergarten are continued
and developed.
Outline of Work. 1. Ideas. Measure,
count, recognize number sequence, count in
one's, in two's, in ten's. Get the ideas ofi
 combining and separating; that is, of sum
and difference. Get ideas of one-half, one-
third, one-fourth.
2. Expression.    Gradually learn the sym-
bols, the 9 digits and zero.    With the sand
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SAND  TABLE
table and counters, and with the abacus, get
the idea of place value. All these means of
expression of the number ideas should be
presented very gradually. The signs -{-, —,
=, must come to have meaning through re-
peated translation of words into these signs,
and of the signs back into words. For ex-
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EXPRESSING NUMBER IDEAS
ample, the child says, "I had 4 cents and
mother gave me 3 cents/7 and the teacher
writes 4 cents+3 cents, and interprets it as
he points to each part, showing that "+"
does the work of several words, and means

